IB-7788
“Imagination is more important than knowledge. For
knowledge is limited, whereas imagination embraces
the entire world, stimulating progress, giving birth
to evolution.”
Albert Einstein
Desperate times require practical individualistic
design.
Austria with its current population of 9,000,928
people and Vienna with 1,691,468 people is expected
to have the most marked population growth until 2040
and a further increase of the foreign born population due to migration is expected.
Porous, congruit, composite, harmonious our project presents an interplay of a three dimensional
grid (scaffold), a permanent constructions (vertical
circulation core) and a pre-manufactured customised
additive units (tensile structures), aiming at maximizing and implanting new sustainable and self-sufficient logics; focused on active systems of water
harvesting and hydroponic farming.

Scaffold
A three dimensional grid of 3.5x3.5x3.5m is proposed
to initiate mobile models of architecture and urbanism, allowing for the flexible distribution of living within the rigid grid system. In this case the
scaffolding serves as a multi-purpose coordinate/
matrix system providing with the overall structural
rigidity as well as allowing for integrated vertical
hydroponic farming. Moreover the technical installations follow the scaffolding skeleton.
Vertical circulation cores
The vertical circulation cores are the permanent
structures integrated into the grid system, forming
cluster-like dwellings. Where as water tanks are integrated on top of those cores enabling for rainwater harvesting. Hence every cluster is provided with
its own rainwater tank.

Tensile structures
Skin-and-bone like living units where the skin is
represented by the tensile material and bone is the
above mentioned scaffolding structure. With its resilient properties the tensile envelope allows for a
fluid movement within as much as on its periphery.
Its fluid curvatures and the material itself makes
it resistant to the ever changing climatic conditions. The scaffolding structure allows each tensile
unit a stupendous level of flexibility within the
system – it can be moved, used and reused in multiple locations, generating a self-sufficient habitat
with the state of constant change and motion.
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1 ROOM APARTMENT

30-34 m²

15-20%

144
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2 ROOMS APARTMENT

48-54 m²
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3 ROOMS APARTMENT
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46
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4 ROOMS APARTMENT
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APARTMENT TYPOLOGY

Bachelor unit

Small family unit

Commune/shared living unit

BASE VOLUME

DISTRIBUTED OPENING

RAIN HARVESTING DIAGRAM

MASTERPLAN

TENSILED

TENSILED

NORTH-WEST ELEVATION

EXPLODED AXONOMETRIC

SOUTH-EAST ELEVATION

SOUTH-WEST ELEVATION

NORTH-EAST ELEVATION

